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What is a Business Case?

• A document that provides justification for 

an activity (e.g. a project)

• It weighs up the pros and cons of an 

activity 

• Support well informed decision making



The Business Case should:

• Be brief and convey only the bare essentials,

• Be interesting, clear and concise,

• Eliminate conjecture and minimise jargon,

• Describe the vision of the future,

• Demonstrate the value and benefits the 
project brings to the organisation



Executive Summary
• Remember that some decision-makers may 

only read the executive summary, so you 
need to make sure that you have included 
everything relevant.

• The executive summary summarises the 
business case, including your 
recommendation. 

• It is often best written last, when you’re clear 
about your recommended course of action, 
and why. 



Analysis of the problem

• Set out the Issues you wish to address

• Relate the issue back to the organisation’s 
strategy or vision to demonstrate how/why 
solving the problem is important

• Include any analysis of evidence to identify the 
impact of, or the reasons for, the problem. 

• Such as the number of people affected, or the 
cost to the company or to its customers. 



Discussion of Possible Options

• Identify & discuss ALL options for addressing 

the problem 

• Including do nothing. 

• Outline benefits, including how far it 

addresses the problem

• Identify risks, both of doing it, and that might 

prevent successful implementation



Costs
• The project costs, including resource 

requirements

• Timeframes for a return on the investment, 

with reasons

• Potential cost savings &Time savings

• Possible changes in productivity and energy 

consumption



Such as:
• Reducing the number of parking spaces used by 

employees can reduce car park maintenance costs, 

and can also free up revenue generating spaces.

• Increasing home-working and the use of 

compressed working time may reduce floor space 

requirements.

• Less traffic accessing sites can improve 

accessibility for customers, visitors and deliveries.

• Journey times can be more predictable for those 

using sustainable modes



Staff & Recruitment

• The potential impacts on the health of the workforce

• Changes in staff absenteeism

• The impact on staff recruitment and retention.

• Corporate discounts with public transport companies are 

attractive for staff

• Larger labour pool as recruitment is not only limited to those 

with access to certain travel modes.

• Flexible working practices enable staff to reduce the need to 

travel



Environmental Impacts

• Potential impacts on the local environment 

• Ability to gain environmental accreditation i.e. ISO14001

• Any changes in Carbon emissions

• Every 1000 miles travelled by bicycle/on foot rather 
than by car, 0.31 tonnes less carbon is emitted.

• For every 1000 miles travelled by bus rather than by 
car, 0.21 tonnes less carbon is emitted

• Staff working from home just one day per week would 
reduce the emissions associated with their commuter 
travel by 20% per week



Recommendation

• A recommendation for which option is 

best, weighing up the costs and benefits.

• Include proposals for project governance, 

including a group to oversee the project 

and any critical decision points.



Details of your Chosen Option

• An outline project plan and timetable

• A risk analysis and consideration of how risk 
can be reduced, managed or mitigated

• An assessment of organisational capacity to 
carry out the work, or what additional 
resources will be needed.

• A financial appraisal, including opportunity 
costs of the project, the payback period. 



Conclusion
• Conclude with:

– a reminder of why it is important to address the 

problem and 

– the action that you wish the reader to take as a 

result of reading, for example, agree a course of 

action or approve further work. 

• Make sure that you have made clear why 

your proposal is the best way of addressing 

the problem.



So what next?

Finding the funding



Funding Sources

• Fund Raising Events

• Crowd Funding

• Grant Funds

• Trusts



See things from the funder's 

perspective
• Funders will have a key set of guiding 

principles, an overall vision that they are 

trying to achieve

• Your bid's outcomes need to be in step 

with those of the funder's 

• Identify hard, tangible outcomes in order to 

win funding



Follow the funders criteria:

• Follow the funder’s guidance

• Make sure your bid matches the scope of 
the fund

• Meet the deadlines

• Keep the application short 

• Fill in all of the relevant questions

• Keep to the word limits

• Give details of match funding



Contact the Funder

• Before you submit your bid ask for any 

comments or advice. 

• Shows the funder you are keen, are using 

initiative

• May give you some insight into their 

priorities



Evidence

• Show how you've identified the need for 

your project

• engagement with the intended audience, 

and most importantly, the measurable 

outcomes you are aiming to achieve. 

• Demonstrate any partnership working



Make sure you address the key 

questions:
• what is the issue?

• why is it a problem and how do you know this (evidence of 
need)?

• what will you do to address it (activities and outcomes)?

• what will you not be able to do (scope)?

• why are you best placed to address the problem (track 
record)?

• what difference will their funding make (how you’re 
meeting their objectives)?

• how will you measure success (monitoring and 
evaluation)?



Check your application again, and 

again!

• Get someone outside the project team to 

read your application before you send it. 

• They can look for errors or inconsistencies 

and ask for explanations.



Don’t take anything for granted

• There's an element of luck involved in any 

funding application 

• Allow yourself enough time to complete 

the application

Good luck!


